Magic Restore, cornerstone of the WIZARD SOLUTIONS suites, is a unique, affordable and fast disaster recovery solution, recovering PCs in less than 45 seconds.

**Ease of Mind**
- Instantly Undo Effects Of Intrusions
- Software Glitches
- Faulty Software Installations
- Virus or Spyware Infections
- Human Error
- Deliberate Manipulations

**Revolutionary Technology**
- Non-Intrusive to your OS
- Not dependent on Windows OS
- Maintenance Scheduling Capabilities
- Imaging Solution - Small Footprint requires only 1 GB of space to backup any amount of data
- BIOS Protection, prevent Floppy booting
- Boot Menu can be hidden and password protected
- Restore Automation Feature
- Multi Point Save

**Easy To Use**
- Intuitive UI
- Recover within 45 seconds
- Set unlimited restore points
- Restore remotely
- Extremely economical - lowest industry TCO

- no boot disks necessary
- eliminates technical assistance
- nominal disk space use

**Instant Disaster Recovery - Anytime, Anywhere**
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Technical Specifications

Magic Restore installs between the BIOS and the Operating System.

After the BIOS POST is installed, Magic Restore Pre-QS takes control and opens the Windows Operating System.

This sequence ensures all system operations are running under the monitoring of Magic Restore and allows instant recovery from almost any kind of software error.

Magic Restore does not rely on Windows and will restore any PC even if Windows won’t start.

Magic Restore is an imaging solution: It uses a maximum hard disk space of 1GB to backup and restore any volume of data.

The Magic Restore Partition is completely protected against unauthorized access and deletion. Additional security features include:

- BIOS Protection - prohibits users from turning off Magic Restore by manipulating the BIOS
- Floppy Booting Protection - prohibits bypassing the OS

Other Wizard Solutions:

- Magic Restore Enterprise - Manage your complete network remotely with the power of Magic Restore
- Magic Image - Standalone Disk Imaging Solution
- Magic DPU - Security and Data Protection Tool
- Intelligent Management Center - Centralized Remote Client Management Solution